Summer 2022
Week Five Class Descriptions
Among Us Cartooning- Use your creativity to create fun comic-style art using your favorite
Among Us, Minecraft, or other characters. Create a comic page or scene featuring your choice
of characters, as you learn techniques in drawing, inking, and lettering. All materials included.
Animal Jamboree- Draw and paint animals while appreciating music. Move your brushes and
pencils to the feeling of the sounds of different music. What artistic scenes do different styles of
music inspire?
Cartoon Studio: Take your cartooning to the next level with these advanced techniques in line
work, values, cartooning from photos, and lettering. Have fun creating and learning as we
explore Caricatures and capturing "likeness", Manga, Imaginary Creatures and more. Caricature
students may work from their own photos. All materials (except for sketchbooks) are included.
Clay Dream Catchers - Create something unique and creative for your room. A clay dream
catcher is the perfect addition for your boho vibe. Made from terra cotta clay and kiln fired, you
are sure to create something cool!
Clay Safari- It’s getting WILD around here! Let’s make pinch pot animal pals! This clay class is
where the beginning sculptor can learn the basics of sculpting while creating fun animals in clay.
Terra cotta clay, kiln fired, and colorful paints will be used. All materials included.
Creatures, Great and Small - There's something especially fascinating about big things, and
kids seem to have big curiosity about over-sized animals! From the giant tortoise to the
hippopotamus, let's make a gigantic impression. But don’t forget about our littlest critter friends
too- beautiful bugs can make a buzz too!
Digitize Your Design- Don’t just doodle- digitize your doodle! Draw patterns, images and logos
on paper, then transport your image to a digital design using our iPad Pros. Learn to take your
digital image to the next level through changing color, shape and size.
Endangered Animals: Feathers, fins, and fur are the details of realistic animals rendered with
pencil, chalk pastel, acrylic and/or watercolor in this self-directed course with instructor
guidance. Pick your favorite endangered animal to immortalize and bring awareness through
your art.
Go Go Van Gogh: Have fun learning about Vincent Van Gogh and his amazing art! We will
work in a variety of media including drawing, pastels, and paint. Our inspiration will come from
this great Master and we will transform paper surfaces into our own works of art.

Learn to Draw in Perspective - It's not just for buildings and bridges! Students will learn the
fundamentals of creating drawings with depth and perspective. Great for drawing any 3D
objects and scenery. Make drawings that will pull you in!
Pokemon Cartooning- Use your creativity to create fun comic-style art using your favorite
Pokemon characters. Create a comic page or scene featuring your choice of characters, as you
learn techniques in drawing, inking, and lettering. All materials included.
Rainbow Bright - The colors of the rainbow will come to life in this glorious garden themed
class. Flowers, butterflies, beautiful skies and more await in paint and mixed media.
Rainforest Romp- There is a ruckus in the rainforest! Snakes are slithering, cats are creeping
and beautiful birds are taking flight. Join us for a paint adventure through the rainforest.
Rocket ships in Clay: Fly, speed, or glide your way into step-by-step clay instructions to create
rocket ships in clay. We will study their structures, and make finished artwork that will be painted
with underglazes and kiln fired.
Terrific Totem Poles- Get ready to learn and discover the hand-building techniques used to
build a totem pole. Students will create these sculptures using terra cotta clay, then paint them
with colorful underglazes. Each totem pole will have its own unique animals/creatures; no two
alike! Finished sculptures will be kiln fired.

